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Abstract: Stockpiling inventory is an essential strategy for building supply chain resilience. It

enables �rms to continue operating while �nding a solution to an unexpected event that causes a

supply disruption or demand surge. While extremely valuable when actually deployed, stockpiles

incur large holding costs and usually provide no bene�ts until such a time. To help to reduce

this cost, this paper presents a new approach for managing stockpiles. We show that if leveraged

intelligently, stockpiles can also help an organization better meet its own regular demand by enabling

a type of virtual pooling we call virtual stockpile pooling (VSP). The idea of VSP is to �rst integrate

the stockpile into several locations' regular inventory bu�ers and then dynamically reallocate the

stockpile among these locations in reaction to the demand realizations to achieve a kind of virtual

transshipment. To study how to execute VSP and determine when it can provide the most value,

we formulate a stylized multi-location stochastic inventory model and solve for the optimal stockpile

allocation and inventory order policies. We show that VSP can provide signi�cant cost savings: in

some cases nearly the full holding cost of the stockpile (i.e., VSP e�ectively maintains the stockpile

for free), in other cases nearly the savings of traditional physical inventory pooling. Last, our results

prescribe implementing VSP with many locations for large stockpiles, but only a few locations for

small stockpiles.
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model, inventory pooling, transshipment
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1 Introduction

Creating redundancy is a key component to most �rms' strategies for increasing a supply chain's

resilience. Redundancy provides �rms the capability to continue operating while �nding a solution

to an unexpected supply chain event that causes a supply disruption or demand surge (She� 2005).

One of the most common forms of redundancy is inventory stockpiling (Tomlin and Wang 2011).

Hospitals and pharmaceutical companies stockpile medical supplies and drugs for disaster-response

(She� 2005, Shen et al. 2010, Adida et al. 2011); manufacturers stockpile key components to

hedge against supply disruptions (Maddah et al. 2014); �nancial organizations stockpile cash to

hedge against bank runs (�Reserve Requirements� 2014); and energy companies are required to

maintain oil reserves to hedge against supply disruptions (�IEA� 2007). Although highly valuable

to provide resilience in case of rare events, maintaining these stockpiles can be extremely costly on

a normal basis. For example, the US government invests over $500 million annually for the strategic

stockpiling of vaccinations and medications (�HHS Budget in Brief� 2015). This paper presents an

idea - virtual stockpile pooling (VSP) - to help solve this dilemma by signi�cantly reducing the cost

of stockpiling inventory.

To explain the idea of VSP, it is helpful to �rst discuss existing strategies for maintaining

stockpiles in increasing order of sophistication. The most straightforward approach is a dedicated

stockpile: simply set aside a constant amount of inventory in a dedicated warehouse or storage area.

Such an approach is also common, perhaps because the individuals responsible for risk management

often belong to a di�erent team (such as a crisis management team), separated from the operational

managers who are responsible for managing inventory for routine random demand �uctuations. This

separation is also evident in conventional inventory models, which typically focus on the latter type

of demand uncertainty isolated from other types of risk.

Often a more cost-e�cient approach, however, is an integrated stockpile: commingle the stockpile

into the inventory bu�ers already used in the supply chain. Several companies have began to

use this approach. For example, Cisco establishes the sizes and locations of inventory bu�ers of

key products as part of their supply chain risk management program (Anupindi 2012). Similarly,

Johnson and Johnson (J&J) holds stockpiles of inventory for the US government in the form of

additional inventory bu�ers which are integrated with their regular inventory (She� 2005). The

primary bene�t of integrating the stockpile is that it is cycled due to regular demand, thereby

reducing expiration costs. Consider how J&J executes an integrated stockpile, discussed in She�

(2005). As part of its disaster preparedness program, the US government contracts with J&J,
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Figure 1: Depiction of static stockpiles and virtual stockpile pooling

requiring them to have enough inventory be able to �ll a large order of a certain size at any time.

In turn, J&J establishes a �red-line� at each of its various plants and distribution centers and

follows a Sell-One-Stock-One (SOSO) policy for this red-line inventory at that location. If the total

inventory level ever falls to this red-line, the location must report stock-out to its regular customers.

By setting the red-lines at each location so that the sum is large enough, J&J ensures they can ful�ll

the government's contract. Moreover, the stockpile is continually being rotated with new inventory

so that the stockpiled goods do not expire.

Although under J&J's practices the stockpile is rotated, it still �cannot be used to compensate

for day-to-day variations [...] J&J's everyday processes have to operate as if such inventory does

not exist� (She� 2005 pp. 173-174). The underlying reason for this inability is that although the

stockpile is integrated, it is still a static stockpile (SS). The focus of this paper is to present a new,

dynamic strategy we call VSP, which seeks to improve upon J&J's red-line practice so that the

integration of the stockpile not only reduces the cost of expiration for the stockpile, but also helps

J&J to cope with its regular demand variations.

The key idea behind VSP is to dynamic allocate the integrated stockpile amongst multiple

locations. It is based on a simple observation, depicted in Figure 1: one location can go below their

red-line by a certain amount if another location can �cover� for them by increasing their red-line

by an equal amount. Consequently, the stockpile can be leveraged to execute a type of virtual

transshipment of inventory from one location to another. In the �gure, location 1 can �transship�

inventory to location 2 by increasing its red-line (thereby having less inventory available to sell

to regular demand) so that location 2 can decrease its red-line (thereby having more inventory

available to sell to its regular demand.) In this way, if J&J intelligently changes its red-line practice

from being static to dynamic, such virtual transshipments may enable J&J to achieve an inventory
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pooling e�ect.

Now, a natural question is, how much cost savings can VSP provide over SS? Also, is there a

relationship between the cost savings from VSP and traditional inventory pooling? These questions

raise another: what is the optimal way to execute VSP? To address these questions, we develop and

analyze two multi-location stochastic inventory models with periodic review - one for SS and one for

VSP. Under SS, the allocation of the red-lines at each location are �xed and each location follows a

SOSO policy so as to never violate the red-line. The resulting optimal inventory order policy and

inventory cost can be obtained by adapting standard inventory theory. We establish these results

in Section 4, after reviewing related literature and describing the model setting in Sections 2 and 3.

In contrast, the optimal way to execute VSP is much more challenging. Under VSP, a reallocation

of red-lines can occur after demands are realized each period but before they must be satis�ed. This

virtual reallocation problem presents analytical obstacles similar to those faced by the physical

inventory transshipment literature. For this reason, several of our modeling assumptions follow a

typical model setup in that literature (e.g., Robinson 1990, Archibald and Thomas 1997). We are

able to show that the optimal stockpile (re)allocation policy in each period is myopic. It turns out

that the single-period allocation problem is a convex program. By analyzing its dual problem we

develop a greedy algorithm to solve it. Interestingly, the optimal reallocation prioritizes allocating

more stockpile to locations based on their holding plus backorder cost parameters - the holding cost

is not weighted more. Furthermore, we show it can be executed by locations forming a chain based on

their holding and backorder costs and, every period, each location needs only to provide one neighbor

at most two numbers. We are then able to characterize the optimal inventory replenishment policy,

showing it is a stationary base-stock policy. The optimal base-stock levels are not independent

across locations. Nevertheless, we can derive intuitively-attractive bounds and other qualitative

properties and develop an algorithm to compute them. These �ndings are presented in Section 5.

Lastly, by comparing the lowest possible cost under SS to the optimal cost under VSP, we es-

tablish a lower-bound on the potential value of VSP. Through limiting behaviors and numerical

examples, we characterize the factors that determine the value of VSP. We show that VSP can pro-

vide signi�cant cost savings over SS and we identify when these savings are greatest. In particular,

if the stockpile is small enough or the number of locations is large enough, then VSP provides cost

savings equal to the full holding cost of the stockpile. In other words, VSP e�ectively maintains the

stockpile for free under these conditions. Remarkably, the majority of these cost savings can often be

achieved even with a reasonably small number of locations. On the other hand, when the stockpile

is large enough relative to the number of locations, VSP can achieve the cost savings of traditional
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physical inventory pooling. That is, VSP enables the full bene�ts of physical inventory pooling

without incurring physical transportation costs under these conditions. Interestingly, we �nd that

the majority of these cost savings can often be achieved even with a reasonably small stockpile.

Furthermore, to achieve the most cost savings per location, we �nd that one should implement VSP

with many locations for a large stockpile, but only a few locations for a small stockpile. Finally, like

traditional physical inventory pooling, we prove that VSP savings are decreasing in demand corre-

lation. These �ndings are presented in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7. The Appendix contains

selected proofs. The online Supplementary Appendix contains discussions on various extensions.

2 Related Literature

Building supply chain resilience through operational levers has received tremendous attention in the

operations management literature in recent years. A dominant theme of these levers is to invest

in �exibility. See, for example, Van Mieghem (2003, 2011), Tomlin and Wang (2005, 2011), and

the references therein. In the domain of inventory management, such �exibility is characterized by

dual (or multiple) sourcing. Many researchers have studied how to e�ectively deploy the alternative

supply sources in inventory replenishment for regular demand at a single location; recent works

include Tomlin (2006), Veeraraghavan and Scheller-Wolf (2008), Song and Zipkin (2009), Allon and

Van Mieghem (2010), Sheopuri et al. (2010), Hua et al. (2015), and Janakiraman et al. (2014).

Di�erent from the focus of these studies, the current paper concerns another lever � inventory

stockpiling. While the management of a stockpile at a single location can follow standard inventory

theory, as shown in Section 4, we are interested reducing the stockpile cost by dynamically managing

stockpiles across multiple locations. To our knowledge, there is no prior work in the literature that

studied such a problem.

The �red-line� concept for maintaining stockpile in any given location is very similar to the

rationing policy for managing inventory with multiple demand classes studied by many scholars.

See, e.g., Topkis (1968), Ha (1997), de Vèricourt et al. (2002), Gayon et al. (2009), and references

therein. A rationing policy speci�es inventory thresholds called the rationing levels, one for each

demand class. A unit of inventory can be used to satisfy a demand from a particular class only if

the inventory level is above the rationing level for that demand class. The rationing levels are in

descending order of the importance (i.e., priority) of the demand class. In the integrated stockpile

system, there are two demand classes � the regular demand and the disruption demand � with the

latter being more important. The red-line thus corresponds to the rationing level for disruption
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demand. What is di�erent in the present paper is that the disruption demand rarely occurs, so it

is very expensive to always reserve this stock. The VSP idea is precisely to increase the utility of

these reserves by virtually pooling them across locations.

Our model is closely related to the literature on inventory pooling, which represents a large

stream of research within operations management beginning with Eppen's (1979) seminal paper.

That work derives the value of consolidating inventory in a multi-location newsvendor problem, also

showing that the value increases as locations become less correlated. While Eppen leverages normal

demand distributions for tractability, following works have be able to generalize inventory pooling

results. For example, Eppen and Schrage (1981) extend pooling results to include positive lead

times. Federgruen and Zipkin (1984) study more general settings including other types of demand

distributions and non-identical retailers, also with positive lead times. Corbett and Rajaram (2006)

provide a generalization of Eppen (1979)'s results to non-normal demand. Other representative

works include Gerchak and Mossman (1992), Anupindi and Bassok (1999), Alfaro & Corbett (2003),

Benjaafar et al. (2005), Yang and Schrage (2009), Berman et al. (2011). Alptekingdglu et al. (2013)

studies a pooled inventory system where a supplier must must meet di�erent minimum service levels

(in-stock probabilities) for di�erent customers. Our paper di�ers in that there is a system-wide

constraint that can be satis�ed using inventory from any location.

The manner in which VSP achieves inventory-pooling bene�ts is related to physical inventory

transshipment (see, e.g., Robinson 1990; Archibald and Thomas 1997; Rudi et al. 2001; Axsater

2003; Dong and Rudi 2004; Zhang 2005; Herer and Tzur 2006; Sosic 2006; Hu et al. 2008; Zhao

2008; Huang and Sosic 2010). Under inventory transshipment, pooling bene�ts are achieved by

sometimes serving demand at one location using inventory at another (see Paterson et al. 2011

for a review). These papers typically consider a cost for physical transshipment, which limits

the number of physical transshipments that are desirable to make such that full inventory-pooling

bene�ts are not reached. In a similar vein, VSP does not allow unlimited �virtual transshipments�

between locations because in order to conduct �virtual transshipment� one location must have

enough stockpile available to deplete and the other location must have enough inventory to increase

her stockpile. However, our paper di�ers from the transshipment literature in that we do not

consider the physical transshipment of any real goods, but rather the virtual transfer of stockpile,

which have no associated physical transshipment costs and a�ect the inventory dynamics di�erently

from physical inventory transshipments.

Finally, we note that the practice of stockpiling is an important component of disaster prepared-

ness, and has therefore been a topic of interest in humanitarian operations. Perhaps most closely
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Figure 2: Order of events in a period.

related is in this literature is Shen et al. (2010), who examines the management of perishable inven-

tory in a single-location deterministic Economic Manufacturing Quantity model with a minimum

volume constraint, taking motivation from contracts between pharmaceutical companies and the

US government. We refer the reader to Ergun et al. (2010), Van Wassenhove (2005), and Starr and

Van Wassenhove (2014) for more general reviews of humanitarian operations and disaster supply

chain management. While VSP may be of interest to those studying humanitarian supply chains,

our model primarily takes the viewpoint of the �rm and does not take into account any speci�c

features of emergency response.

3 Model Setting & Review

First, we describe the model without stockpiles and review some standard results. We consider a

single product that has a regular demand at multiple locations. There are N locations for the item,

identi�ed by superscript i, i = 1, 2, ..., N . Inventory at each location is managed using a periodic-

review system over an in�nite horizon. A �location� can be thought of generally. For example, it

can be at a manufacturing plant, a warehouse, or a distribution center.

The events in each period are depicted in Figure 2, which are consistent with commonly-made

assumptions in the transshipment literature. Inventory is ordered at the beginning of each period

from an outside supplier with ample supply. Demand is collected from customers throughout the

period. Then the replenishment order arrives. At the end of the period, the current-period demand

and backorders are ful�lled as much as possible from the on-hand inventory; the remaining demand

is backlogged. Location i's demands across periods are i.i.d. random variables Di with a �nite mean

µi and distribution F i. Location i incurs a unit holding cost rate hi and a unit backorder cost rate

bi. We assume 0 < hi < bi for all i. The objective is to minimize the long-run average holding and

backorder costs.
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For any two real numbers p and q, de�ne p∨ q = max{p, q}, p∧ q = min{p, q}, p+ = max{p, 0}

and q− = max{−q, 0}. Throughout the paper bold letters denote N × 1 column vectors. For

example, h = (hi)Ni=1 and hT denotes the transpose. The vector e denotes the vector of ones and

ei denotes the vector of zeros with a one in the ith location. For any two vectors p = (pi) and

q = (qi), p · q =
∑N

i=1 piqi, the inner product of the two vectors. All other vector operations are

component-wise operations. For example, p ∨ q = (pi ∨ qi).

3.1 No Stockpile

Before considering stockpiles, it will be convenient to review some well-known inventory results

when there is no stockpiling. For any given period, let y be the net inventory after orders arrive.

The expected one-period holding and backorder cost at location i is

Ci(y) = E[Ĉi(y,Di)], where (1)

Ĉi(y, d) = hi(y − d)+ + bi(y − d)−. (2)

Under these model assumptions it is well known that a stationary myopic basestock policy at each

location is optimal (see, for example, Zipkin 2000). In particular, the optimal basestock level for

location i, denoted as ȳi = arg minCi(y) ≥ 0, can be determined according to

P (Di < ȳi) =
bi

hi + bi
.

The optimal long-run average cost for location i is JB,i = Ci
(
ȳi
)
. The optimal cost over all of the

locations is

JB =

N∑
i=1

JB,i = C(ȳ), (3)

where C(y) =
∑N

i=1C
i(yi).

The following special cases will also help us make clear and more intuitively appealing com-

parisons. Locations are normal if their demand distributions are normally distributed Di ∼

Normal(µi, σi). They are symmetric if they have identical costs and marginal demand distri-

bution functions hi = h, bi = b, Di = D. They are independent if their demands are independent.

We will use subscripts n, s, and i under equalities to denote these special conditions. For example,

=
n,s

denotes equality under the special case that locations are normal and symmetric (but not neces-

sarily independent). Let φ and Φ denote the standard normal density and cumulative distribution

functions, respectively. It is well known that the optimal basestock level for each location i under
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the normal and symmetric assumption is

ȳB,i =
n,s

µ+ σz∗, ∀i, (4)

where z∗ = Φ−1( b
h+b). The associated optimal total long-run average cost over all of the locations

is
JB =

n,s
Nσ(h+ b)φ (z∗) . (5)

3.2 Physical inventory pooling

Furthermore, although locations are not physically pooled in this model setting, it will be convenient

to imagine the performance of the system as if it were physically pooled. Under the well-known

physical inventory pooling scenario (Eppen 1979), demands from all locations are satis�ed using one

consolidated pool of inventory. Therefore, there is one demand DT =
∑N

i D
i and one basestock

level Υ. The system's expected one period inventory cost would be

CT (Υ|m) = hE

[
Υ−

N∑
i=1

Di

]+

+ bE

[
Υ−

N∑
i=1

Di

]−
,

where h is the holding cost rate and b is the backorder rate of the central warehouse. Thus, we

can �nd the optimal basestock level at the central warehouse excluding reserves through equation

Prob
(

ΥT ≥
∑N

i=1D
i
)

= h
h+b . Furthermore, if D

i is normal and independent for all i, then the

optimal basestock level ΥT for the physically pooled demands is

ΥT =
n,s,i

Nµ+
√
Nσz∗ (6)

and the associated optimal system-wide long-run average inventory cost is

JT =
n,s,i

√
Nσ(h+ b)φ (z∗) . (7)

Comparing (5) and (7), we have JT

JB
= 1√

N
. Thus, if the inventory could be pooled in this model

setting, the total inventory cost would reduce by a factor of O
(√

N
)
.

4 Static Stockpiles

Now we introduce stockpiles into the model. We �rst model static stockpiling (SS), which aligns

with the red-line practice at J&J discussed in the introduction. Under static stockpiles, each location

j is assigned a static red-line mj and the sum of these must meet a total minimum requirement,∑
jm

j
t = m. In turn, each location follows a SOSO policy for this red-line inventory so that it can

never fall below the red-line. We formally list the sequence of events in period t below:
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1. Observe the state variables at each location - inventory on hand, xit, and backorders, u
i
t. (Note

that it is possible that both xit and u
i
t are both strictly positive, in which case xit= mi.)

2. Place an order zit for each location, bringing net inventory after ordering to yit = xit−uit+zit ≥

mi.

3. The order zit arrives and random demand Di
t is realized.

4. Each location serves demand (as much as possible while still honoring their mi) and assesses

holding and backorder costs.

5. The state variables update to xit+1 = mi + [yit −mi −Di
t]

+ and uit+1 = [yit −mi −Di
t]
−.

In what follows, we con�rm that the optimal way to manage inventory with static stockpiles is to

use an augmented base-stock policy that e�ectively ignores the stockpile. Given the allocation m,

for any period t, yit = yi and demand realization Di
t = d, the one-period inventory cost at location

i is

ĈS,i(yi, d |mi) = hi[yi −mi − d]+ + bi[yi −mi − d]− + himi (8)

= Ĉi(yi −mi, d) + himi.

The second expression rewrites the one-period cost in a convenient way: it shows that the costs

can be interpreted as simply setting aside mi units, and then evaluating the standard inventory

cost on the remaining inventory. Taking expectation over Di, we obtain the expected one-period

inventory cost CS,i(yi |mi) = Ci(yi − mi) + himi, which depends on the inventory decision only

through the standard inventory cost function C. Consequently, by following the standard inventory

theory reviewed in the last section, the location's optimal inventory policy for a single period is a

basestock policy that ignores the stockpiled inventory.

The lowest cost possible among all possible allocations of m can be established as follows.

De�ne M = {m|m · e = m, m ≥ 0} the set of all possible stockpiles allocations. Also, let At =

{(yt,mt) |yt ≥ (xt − ut) ∨mt, mt ∈M} be the set of all feasible actions in period t and ΠS =

{π| (yt,mt)π ∈ At, t = 1, 2, · · · } be the set of all feasible stockpiling policies. The system's optimal

long run average cost is

JS(m) = min
π∈ΠS

lim
T→∞

∑T
t=1Eπ

[∑N
i=1 Ĉ

S,i(yit, D
i
t |mi)

]
T

.

Suppose his are all di�erent, and let i∗ = arg mini{hi}. The following proposition formalizes the

above �ndings.

Proposition 1. Under SS and given an allocation m, the optimal order policy at each location is
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a base stock policy with base stock level

yS,i = ȳi +mi.

The lowest optimal long-run average cost among all allocations inM is

JS(m) = C(ȳ) +mhi
∗

(9)

= JB +mhi
∗
.

In particular, the smallest possible additional cost of maintaining the stockpile is JS(m)−JB =

mhi∗.

Depending on the context, it may not be possible to hold all of the inventory at the cheapest

holding cost location. For example, the system may require that at least a certain amount of the

stockpile be held at some preferred locations. Or, a contract may require that at least a certain

amount of the stockpile be spread out to multiple locations. These kinds of additional considerations

can be included as constraints, and the problem can be formulated and solved as a mixed integer

and linear program (for both static stockpiles in this section and virtual stockpile pooling in the next

section); see Section 1 in the online Supplementary Appendix. In general, adding these additional

contraints increase the costs to hold the stockpile and preclude both the derivation of a closed-

form optimal policy and tractable analytical comparison of static stockpile versus virtual stockpile

pooling systems. Therefore, we choose to ignore context-dependent constraints to facilitate a clear

comparison between static stockpiles and virtual stockpile pooling.

5 Virtual Stockpile Pooling

We now propose and analyze an alternative strategy that also meets the objective of guaranteeingm

units at all times but can increase cost e�ciency: Instead of maintaining separate isolated stockpiles

at each location, one can strategically reallocate the stockpiles among the locations after observing

demand realizations each period. We call this strategy virtual stockpile pooling (VSP). Under VSP,

the sequence of events in each period is as follows:

1. Observe the state variables at each location - inventory on hand, xit, and backorders, uit.

2. Place an order zit for each location such that
∑N

i=1 y
i
t ≥ m, bringing the net inventory after

ordering to yit = xit − uit + zit.

3. The order zit arrives and random demand Di
t realizes.
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4. Allocate the stockpile among the locations, mt.

5. Serve demand at each location (as much as possible while still honoring mi) and assesses

holding and backorder costs.

6. The state variables update to xit+1 = mi
t + [yit −mi

t −Di
t]

+ and uit+1 = [yit −mi
t −Di

t]
−.

In contrast to static stockpiles, the key di�erence is the ability to reallocate the stockpile to di�erent

locations every period in event 4.

Now, the inventory decision zt depends on the state of the system only through the net inventory

xt − ut. Also, although the allocation decision mt depends on zt and xt − ut through yt, it can

be shown that it does not a�ect the future net inventory xt+1 − ut+1 and hence will not a�ect the

future inventory decision zt+1 nor the future allocation decision mt+1. Therefore, we have:

Lemma 1. Under VSP, the optimal allocation decision m is myopic.

Consequently, we can solve the VSP problem in a backwards fashion. We �rst �nd the optimal

myopic allocation policy, i.e., the allocation of m units that minimizes that period's inventory costs.

Then, we solve for the optimal order policy.

5.1 Optimal Allocation Policy

The allocation problem is to decide how to distribute the stockpile (or �red-lines�) among the loca-

tions to minimize inventory costs after observing demand realizations. Without loss of generality,

we index the locations in increasing order of hi + bi and de�ne

ai = hi + bi, a0 = 0, ∆ai = ai − ai−1 ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., N.

Now, given basestock level y, allocation m, and demand realization d, the one-period inventory

cost across all locations is

ĈP (y,d|m) = ĈS (y,d|m) =
N∑
i=1

ĈS,i(yi, d |mi) (10)

= a · [y −m− d]− + h · (y − d). (11)

In the last expression, we have rewritten the costs by leveraging the fact that z = z+ − z−. The

allocation problem is then

ĈP (y,d|m) = minm∈M(y)

{
ĈS (y,d|m)

}
, (12)

whereM (y) =
{
m|m ∈ RN+ ,m ≤ y,m · e = m

}
is the set of all possible allocations given inventory

level y.
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Because the last term of (11) is independent of m, the allocation problem is equivalent to

Problem A: minm∈M(y) a · [m− (y − d)]+.

The objective function of Problem A is separable and convex. Its feasible region is convex and the

equality constraint is linear. Therefore, its dual problem exists and there is no duality gap. We can

obtain the optimal allocation policy by solving the dual problem. Let γ, $ and ν be the Lagrange

multipliers for constraints m ∈ RN+ ,m ≤ yt,m · e = m, respectively. The dual problem can be

written as

(Dual) max q ($,ν, γ) = [(y − d) · e−m]γ − d ·$ − (y − d) · ν

s.t. 0 ≤ ν −$ − γe ≤ a, $,ν ≥ 0.

Fixing γ, the problem is separable across i and is equivalent to solving the following N linear

programs separately

(Problem-i) min qi
(
µi, νi

)
= diµi +

(
yi − di

)
νi

s.t. νi − µi ≥ γ

νi − µi ≤ γ + ai

νi, µi ≥ 0.

Here, i = 1, ..., N . By solving each of these problems as a function of γ and then solving for optimal

γ, we can show that the optimal allocation can be obtained by a greedy allocation � it tries to

allocate the stockpiles to locations with smaller ai values. More speci�cally, for any given y and d,

de�ne

θj(y,d) =

j−1∑
i=1

yi +
N∑
i=j

(yi − di)+, j = 1, ..., N,

ÂP(y,d|m) =

N∑
j=1

∆aj
[
m− θj(y,d)

]+
,

where
∑0

i=1 y
i = 0. Here, θj(y,d) is the amount of inventory available for stockpiles if we backlog all

current-period demands at locations 1 to j−1; ÂP(y,d|m) is the sum of additional inventory-related

costs if the total required m exceeds θj(y,d) over all j. We have:

Proposition 2. Under VSP, given y and d, the following greedy allocation mP(y,d) is optimal

mP,i(y,d) = yi
∧ [[

yi − di
]+

+
(
m−

∑i−1
j=1 y

j −
[
yi − di

]+)+
]

, i = 1, . . . , N. (13)

The resulting one-period cost is ĈP (y,d|m) = Ĉ (y,d) + ÂP(y,d|m).
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Proposition 2 implies that the one-period cost of pooling under optimal allocation can be de-

composed into two parts: the inventory cost without stockpiles and the additional holding and

backorder cost caused by the required stockpiles.

To better illustrate the optimal allocation policy in Proposition 2, the following procedure pro-

vides a more detailed implementation algorithm. We then illustrate how one can execute this

algorithm in an example. For any given period t, assume a location's order decision yt = y and a

demand realization dt = d.

Algorithm 1. (VSP Allocation)

Step 1. locations calculate their resulting on hand inventory if they were to satisfy as much demand

as possible, x̂i = [yi − di]+, i=1,...,N.

Step 2. If m ≤
∑

i x̂
i, allocate m1 = x̂1, m2 = x̂2 ∧ (m−m1)+, m3 = x̂3 ∧ (m−m1 −m2)+, etc.,

If at any time all units are allocated, stop. If at any time m >
∑

i x̂
i, allocate mi = x̂i for each i.

Set i = 1 and go to Step 3.

Step 3. Allocate mi = max
{
m−

∑i−1
j=1 x̂

j , yi − x̂i
}
to location i and update x̂i = mi. Go to Step

4.

Step 4. If all m units have been allocated, stop; the resulting m is the �nal allocation. Otherwise,

set i = i+ 1 and return to Step 3.

In short, the optimal allocation is to �rst allocate as much stockpiles to the locations who

would have positive on-hand inventory after satisfying all his demand anyway (without causing

backorders). If there is still stockpiles to be allocated, then one starts to allocate to locations

(causing backorders) in the ascending order of their indices. Note that the optimal allocation is

unique if every hi+bi is unique and m >
∑N

i=1

[
yi − di

]+
. When these conditions do not hold, there

can be multiple optimal allocations. For example, if m ≤
∑N

i=1

[
yi − di

]+
, then any allocation that

satis�es m ∈M (y) and mi ∈
[
0,
[
yi − di

]+]
is optimal.

Figure 3 illustrates how one can execute the optimal allocation algorithm such that each location

need only communicate with only one other location, and there is at most 2N−2 numbers that need

to be exchanged. In the example, there are three locations and the demand realizations indicate a

near-worst-case situation in which 4 numbers need to be exchanged. First, each location calculates

how much inventory is available with and without backordering. Location 3, who has the highest

holding plus backorder cost, begins by raising her red-line as high as possible without causing

backorders (in this case, 1 unit). She then reports the remaining stockpile needed to location 2 (9

units). Location 2 continues by agreeing to accommodate as high of a red-line as possible without
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Figure 3: Illustration of reporting to execute the optimal VSP allocation algorithm.

causing backorders (in this case, 3 units) and reporting the remaining amount needed to location

1 (9-3 = 6 units). Then location 1 accepts as many units as she can both without and with

causing backorders (i.e., all her available inventory, 5 units), before reporting back up the chain the

remaining need (6-5 = 1 unit). Finally, location 2 must incur one more backorder to �nish covering

the total stockpile requirement.

Recall that under SS, the lowest possible cost occurs when all of the stockpile is held at the

location with the smallest hi. In contrast, under VSP, locations are prioritized to hold the stockpile

according to the sum of their holding and backorder costs, ai = hi + bi. Why is the rank based on

the holding plus the backorder cost parameter? Why is the holding cost not given more weight?

The VSP allocation algorithm reveals insight into the reason why this ranking occurs. When the

system has the ability to reallocate stockpile after the demand realization, then the additional

costs of stockpiling occur only when the system must start to allocate stockpiles that also induces

backorders (Step 2, or the second report in the example). Before this point, there is no additional

cost to maintaining the stockpile. After this point, however, each stockpiled unit creates both an

additional unit to hold and an additional backordered demand. Therefore, it is optimal to allocate

to locations with the lowest hi + bi.

5.2 Optimal Order Policy

To �nd the optimal order policy for the VSP problem, one can follow standard arguments in dynamic

programming to prove the following lemma:
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Lemma 2. Under VSP, the optimal ordering decision y is myopic.

Next we characterize the optimal order policy by solving the single period problem. De�ne

CP (y|m) = E
[
ĈP (y,D|m)

]
, A(y|m) = E[ÂP(y,D|m)]. The second part of Proposition 2 yields

an expression of the expected one-period cost in terms of the standard one-period cost function:

CP (y|m) = C(y) +AP(y|m).

For example, under symmetric locations with identical basestock levels y =ye we have

AP(y|m) =
s

(h+ b)E

[
m−

N∑
i=1

[y −Di]+

]+

,

so the one period cost simpli�es to

CP(y|m) =
s

(h+ b)E


[
m−

N∑
i=1

[y −Di]+

]+

+

N∑
i=1

(y −Di)−

+Nhy −Nhµ.

In general, we can show the following properties, which will be useful when characterizing the

optimal order policy and the optimal cost.

Lemma 3. For any given y and d:

(i) ĈP(y,d|m), ÂP(y,d|m), AP(y|m) and CP(y|m) are positive, increasing and convex in m.

(ii) ÂP (y,d|m) and AP(y|m) are decreasing in yi for all i.

(iii) ĈP (y,d|m) and CP(y|m) are convex and supermodular in y.

(iv) ∂CP/∂yi∂m ≤ 0 for all i.

(v)∂AP/∂yi increases when adding a new location to the system. Under symmetric locations,

∂AP/∂yi is increasing in the number of locations N .

From Lemma 3, the optimal order policy can be characterized as the solution to the following

�rst order conditions.

Proposition 3. Under VSP, the optimal order policy is a stationary basestock policy with basestock

levels yP = argminCP (y|m) satisfying

P
(
Di + mP,i

(
yP ,D

)
< yP,i

)
=

bi

hi + bi
i = 1, . . . , N. (14)

The optimal basestock levels yP are decreasing (coordinate-wise) in N , increasing (coordinate-wise)

in m, and bounded by ȳ ≤ yP ≤ ȳ+me. The optimal long run average cost is JP(m) = CP(yP |m).

Thus, even though the stockpile allocation can change every period, the optimal ordering policy

is still a stationary basestock policy. Unlike under SS, however, the optimal basestock levels under

VSP must be determined jointly because the minimum requirement can be met using inventory
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at any location. Proposition 3 provides some natural bounds: the basestock level at each location

should be no smaller than the case when there is no stockpile and no larger than the case when

each location take the entire stockpile. These basestock levels also have some intuitively attractive

properties. When more locations participate, each location should (weakly) decrease their basestock

level. And, in order to accommodate a larger m, each location should (weakly) increase their

basestock levels.

Importantly, even though the allocation policy takes place after the demand realization, Propo-

sition 3 also implies that if one follows the optimal order policy and the optimal allocation policy,

she will achieve an in-stock probability equal to bi/(bi + hi). Therefore, one can achieve a target

in-stock probability of ISP i at each location i by simply choosing a backorder cost that satis�es

bi/(bi + hi) and then solving our model: the optimal solution to our model will achieve the desired

target in-stock probability at each location.

It is also interesting to note that based on Proposition 3, there is a one-to-one correspondance

between the basestock levels and the average time until a unit rotates. Under a base stock policy,

we know that there always exists a �xed number inventory units in the system that have not yet

been consumed by demand. Therefore, from Little's Law, under a base stock policy yi, we know

that the expected time until rotation is yi/E[D], where E[D] is the expected demand per period.

From this observation, we can make some immediate observations about the expected time until

rotation under the SS and VSP. In particular, the bounds in Proposition3 imply that moving from

SS to VSP reduces the expected time until rotation at the �worst� location (i.e., the longest expected

time until rotation is worse under SS than under VSP). One can also derive further metrics about

the time until rotation under the optimal policy, such as the percent of units that rotate before a

given age or the percent of time a location has at least one expired unit; see Section 2 in the ouline

Supplementary Appendix. However, directly incorporating age into the optimization problem is not

straightforward and is outside the scope of this paper.

5.2.1 Basestock Level Computation

To obtain an exact computation of the optimal basestock policy yP , we develop an e�cient algo-

rithm. Let y−i denote the sub-vector of y with its ith component removed. Denote yP,i(y−i) to be

the optimal basestock level under VSP for retailer i given that the other retailers order according to

a stationary basestock policy with basestock levels y−i. We have the following intuitively appealing

property.
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Lemma 4. yP,i(y−i) is decreasing in yj for j 6= i, i, j = 1, ..., N.

Lemma 4 states that the optimal basestock level for a given location will decrease if another

location increases its basestock level. The property holds because of Lemma 3 part (iii). Based on

this property, we can employ the following algorithm to compute the optimal basestock levels, which

is an adaptation of a standard procedure developed for calculating the set of Nash equilibrium in

supermodular games.

Algorithm. (VSP Basestock Levels)

Step 0: Set all location's lower bound to ȳ and upper bound to ȳ +m · e.

Step i, i=1,...,N: Reset location i's upper (lower) bound to the optimal basestock level for location

i assuming other location's basestock levels are �xed at their lower (upper) bounds.

Repeat Steps 1 to N until the bounds cannot be improved for any location. The resulting region

between each upper and lower bounds is the optimal basestock level sets.

Note that in each iteration the algorithm searches for the optimal basestock level in one dimen-

sion given the other basestock levels �xed at their upper or lower bound values. Thus, within each

iteration the complexity of the algorithm is O(N) line searches, implying that the optimal basestock

levels can be computed in polynomial time. If the optimal basestock levels are unique, then the

upper and lower bounds converge to a single vector - the optimal basestock vector yP . The proof

for the algorithm follows directly from Theorem 12.8 of Fudenberg and Tirole (1991).

6 Value of Virtual Stockpile Pooling

We now derive limiting behaviors and numerical examples to better understand under how VSP

creates value and when it is expected to provide the most value. To accomplish this objective, we

investigate the behavior of the following measure, which we call the value of VSP:

J∆(m) = JS(m)− JP(m) (15)

= C(ȳ) +mhi
∗ − C(yP |m). (16)

Recall that JS(m) is the minimum possible cost under any allocation of a static stockpile. In

this sense, J∆(m) is a lower bound for the cost savings that optimally-managed VSP can provide.

However, note that adding other restrictions to stockpile management such as those discussed at the

end of section 4 may a�ect JP(m) and JS(m) di�erently, in which case J∆(m) can be considered

an approximation. To better understand the value of VSP, we will also make comparisons to no-

stockpile case and traditional physical inventory pooling case reviewed in Section 3.
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Figure 4: Value of VSP as a function of m for N = 2, 3, 4, 5 measured by absolute cost di�erence
(SS cost - VSP cost; left) and in percent cost savings ([SS cost - VSP cost]/SS cost; right) .

Number of participating locations

First, we study the impact of increasing the number of participating locations into the system. We

have:

Proposition 4. The value of VSP, J∆(m), is increasing in the number of locations N . As the

number of locations grow large, the optimal basestock levels approach the optimal basestock levels

with no stockpile, limN→∞ yP = ȳ, and the value of VSP is the full cost of the stockpile under SS

limN→∞ J
∆(m) = JS(m)− JB = mhi

∗
.

In other words, if there are enough locations, then locations can e�ectively ignore the stockpile

when deciding their basestock levels. The stockpile requirement can be met without any �extra�

inventory at no additional cost - the cost savings equals the cost of holding the stockpile under SS.

The key idea is that VSP allows the �exibility to allocate stockpiles to any location. Thus, if there

are enough locations, there will always be enough locations that have extra inventory after meeting

their own demand.

Does VSP only provide value when N is large, or does it provide signi�cant value even if there

are only a few participating locations? Interestingly, the value of VSP can be quite large even for

only a few participating locations. Figure 4 shows the value of VSP for symmetric and independent

locations with h = 1, b = 9, and exponential demand with mean 100. Before noting the shape of the

graph, note that these cost savings are large from an absolute standpoint. As a point of comparison,

the total inventory costs under the base case is only about 228 per location, and Figure 4 (right)

shows the percent cost savings over the total cost under SS. Now, under SS the minimum additional
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Figure 5: The optimal cost under VSP (left) and the percent cost increase (over no-stockpile case)
to hold stockpile under VSP (right).

cost to hold m units is mh. Therefore, the �gure shows that as long as m is not too large, the

value of VSP is close to its maximum value, mh. And, as m grows large, the value is large, but

approaches a limit. We study the impact of m next.

Amount of stockpiles

The numerical example suggests that the value of VSP is increasing in m. The following result

con�rms that this is the case, and provides an insightful results about its limiting behavior. (Here,

to make a fair comparison, we assume the holding and backorder costs to be equal at all locations,

including the consolidated warehouse in the physical inventory pooling case.)

Proposition 5. The value of VSP, J∆(m), is increasing in m. For small m, limm→0 yP = ȳ, and

the value of VSP is the full cost of holding the stockpile under SS, limm→0 J
∆(m) = JS−JB = mhi

∗
.

As m grows large, the sum of the optimal basestock levels approach the optimal basestock level under

physical inventory pooling, limm→∞

(∑N
i=1 y

P,i −m
)

=
s

ΥT , and the value of VSP approaches the

value of physical pooling, limm→∞ J
∆(m) = JB − JT =

n,s,i

(
N −

√
N
)
σ(h+ b)φ (z∗).

Thus, ifm is small enough, VSP e�ectively provides the stockpile for free and without increasing

the basestock levels above the base case. Figure 5 shows the optimal cost under VSP and the percent

cost increase over the no-stockpile case for various values of m, under the same parameters as Figure

4. In this example, as long as m is not too large (say, less than 200) and there are su�cient numbers

of locations (say, 4) then it can be accommodated with only a small increase in cost (<1%).
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On the other hand, if m is large, then Proposition 5 states that the optimal basestock levels

share a special relationship to the physical inventory pooling case: the total safety stock held equals

the safety stock required under physical inventory pooling. In other words, locations can reduce

their safety stock as much as they would be able to do under physical inventory pooling. The value

of VSP approaches the bene�ts of physical inventory pooling. The intuition is that if m is large

enough there will always be enough stockpile to facilitate a �virtual transshipment� - simultaneously

increasing the red-line at one location and decreasing the red-line at another - to avoid a stockout if

there is available inventory anywhere in the system. Therefore, in general, VSP can be thought of

as physical inventory pooling with a limit on the number of transshipments based on m. Of course,

it is also important to remember that VSP does not execute transshipments in the same manner as

physical inventory transshipments - under VSP no real inventory actually moves between locations

- however, it is useful to draw this conceptual comparison in order to help to understand when

VSP will be most valuable. For instance, recall that under certain natural conditions, traditional

inventory pooling allows the system to reduce its total inventory while achieving the save service

level. Therefore, in these situations, Proposition 5 also suggests that VSP can help reduce the

overall average time until rotation in comparison to SS (refer to our earlier discussion in subsection

5.2 regarding the relationship between base-stock levels and expected time until rotation.)

Does the stockpile need to be large to facilitate enough �virtual transshipments� to provide

savings close to traditional inventory pooling? Interestingly, the value can be nearly as large even if

m is only moderate in magnitude. Again, refer to Figure 4. In this example, the value of physical

inventory pooling is about 143 when n = 2 and the value of VSP reaches nearly 90% of this value

when m = 200. As a point of comparison, the optimal basestock levels in the base care are about

230 units per location in this example.

Cost savings per location

The previous analysis suggests that, in a sense, m and N are complements: VSP enables one to

maintain m for free so long as N is large enough, and for a �xed N VSP enables one to gain all

the bene�ts of physical inventory pooling so long as m is large enough. The following result shows

that, indeed, the most cost savings occur for large m and N .

Proposition 6. The value of pooling J∆(m) can be arbitrarily large with lim supm,N→∞ J
∆(m) =

∞.

Thus, VSP can provide an arbitrary large amount of savings as long as there are enough
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Figure 6: The cost savings of VSP per location.

participating locations and a large enough stockpile. Furthermore, this result suggests that the

value of adding more participating locations is greater when there is a larger requirement, and vice

versa. Figure 6 illustrates the complementary nature of m and N by plotting the cost savings per

location. Notice that for small m, a small number of locations provides the maximum cost savings.

However, as m increases, so does the number of participating locations that maximizes the cost

savings per location. One may be interested in the cost savings per location if, for example, there

is a �xed cost to coordinate more locations under VSP. Thus, our results suggest that one should

pool many locations for a large amount of stockpiles, but only a few if there is only a small amount

of stockpiles.

Demand Correlation

We examine the e�ect of demand correlation on the value of VSP. We �rst need to leverage the

following de�nition of correlation for demand vectors:

De�nition 1. (Shaked and Shanthikumar 2007, p. 395) Let X and Y be two n-dimensional random

vectors such that
E [ϕ (X)] ≤ E [ϕ (Y)]

for all supermodular functions ϕ : Rn → R, provided the expectations exist. Then X is said to be

smaller than Y in the supermodular order (denoted by X ≤sm Y ).

Supermodular order characterizes the inter-correlation of the random vectors. X ≤sm Y implies

that the random variables in Y are more positively correlated than in X. The following results
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show the e�ect of the demand's inter-dependence on the one period cost saving. Denote J∆
D(m) as

the value of pooling under demand D. We have:

Proposition 7. Let D1 and D2 be two demand vectors. (i) If D1 ≤sm D2 , then the value of VSP

is larger under D1, J
∆
D1

(m) ≥ J∆
D2

(m). (ii) If D1 and D2 have the same marginal distributions

and the demands under D1 are weakly positively associated while the demands under D2 are weakly

negatively associated, then J∆
D1

(m) ≥ J∆
D2

(m).

(For a detailed de�nition of negatively associated, see Shaked and Shanthikumar 2007 p. 401.)

Given that we have already established a close relationship between VSP and traditional physical

inventory pooling, one would expect to �nd that the demand characteristics that lead to more

cost savings under traditional physical inventory pooling also lead to the most savings under VSP.

Proposition 7 con�rms that indeed, as it is under physical inventory pooling, the value of VSP is

greater under more negatively correlated demands.

7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we identi�ed and analyzed a new way to increase supply chain resilience in the form

of stockpiled inventory at lower cost than current practices. By integrating stockpiles into existing

inventory bu�ers and then dynamically conducting virtual transshipments of stockpiled inventory

among locations, a �rm can achieve risk-pooling bene�ts through what we call virtual stockpile

pooling (VSP). We characterized the optimal stockpile allocation and replenishment policies under

VSP, and provided simple algorithms to calculate and execute these policies. Using limiting be-

haviors and numerical examples, we showed that VSP can provide signi�cant cost savings. This

analysis also provided insight into when VSP is most valuable by drawing relationships between

VSP, static stockpiling, no stockpiling, and traditional physical inventory pooling. For instance,

in certain situations, VSP e�ectively maintains the stockpile for free. In other situations, it can

achieve nearly the savings of traditional physical inventory pooling.

We conclude with a discussion of opportunities for future research and some of the limitations

of our model. First, the model is stylized in order to focus on the main idea of VSP and to study

its performance analytically. Thus, a speci�c organization may need to relax some assumptions

in order to generate exact policy parameters. For example, our one-period leadtime assumption

(which must also be assumed for much of the transshipment literature) allows us to derive the

optimal replenishment policies in order to gain insights into the value of VSP and how those bene�ts
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behave and are achieved. While the insights of the bene�ts of VSP should hold for multi-period

leadtimes, future research may examine the implementation issues that arise from the increasingly

complicated optimal inventory policies. The present model also does not capture factors that might

make storing stockpiles at one location more desirable than storing inventory at another location.

However, these factors tend to be very context speci�c (and are in fact negligible in the case of J&J).

Last, we have assumed an entirely centralized system in which each location operates to minimize

the entire system's cost. Such an assumption is reasonable for multiple locations within the same

�rm, as is the case with the J&J example. Nevertheless, if one can extend VSP to also apply to

decentralized settings, then even further savings are possible. However, the question of exactly how

one can optimally execute VSP with decentralized locations requires signi�cant further research.

Our results serve to provide a helpful starting point for these directions.
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Appendix: Selected Proofs

Proof of Proposition 2: We �rst �nd m∗ and then derive the expression for ĈP (y,d|m) . Finding

m∗ is equivalent to solving Problem-i. We discuss the solution to Problem-i by considering the

following two cases:

Case 1. yi ≥ di. If γ + ai ≥ 0, then the optimal solution is ιi∗ = 0 and νi∗ = γ+ . If γ + ai < 0,
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then ιi∗ = (γ + ai)− and νi∗ = (γ + ai)+ = 0 = γ+. We have

ιi∗ = (γ + ai)−, νi∗ = γ+; qi
(
ιi∗, νi∗

)
= di(γ + ai)− +

(
yi − di

)
γ+.

Case 2. 0 ≤ yi < di. If γ + ai ≥ 0, then ιi∗ = 0 and νi∗ = γ + ai. If γ + ai ≤ 0, then ιi∗ = (γ + ai)−

and νi∗ = 0 = (γ + ai)+. We have

ιi∗ = (γ + ai)−, νi∗ = (γ + ai)+; qi
(
ιi∗, νi∗

)
= di(γ + ai)− +

(
yi − di

)
(γ + ai)+.

Combining cases 1 and 2, we can write

q (ι∗,ν∗, γ) = γ

[
N∑
i=1

(yi − di)−m

]
−

N∑
i=1

qi
(
ιi∗, νi∗

)
= −γm+

N∑
i=1

(yi − di)γ −
N∑
i=1

di(γ + ai)− −
N∑
i=1

(
yi − di

)+
γ+ +

N∑
i=1

(
yi − di

)−
(γ + ai)+

= −γm−
N∑
i=1

(yi − di)+γ− −
N∑
i=1

di(γ + ai)− +

N∑
i=1

(
yi − di

)−
[(γ + ai)+ − γ].

Recall that 0 = a0 ≤ a1 ≤ a2 ≤ ... ≤ aN . Thus, q can be written as a piecewise linear function of γ

q (ι∗,ν∗, γ) =


−γm+

∑N
j=1 a

j
[
yj − dj

]−
, γ > 0

−γm+ γ
(∑i−1

j=1 y
j +

∑N
j=i

[
yj − dj

]+)
+
∑i−1

j=1 a
jdj +

∑N
j=i a

j
[
yj − dj

]−
, −ai ≤ γ < −ai−1, i = 1, ..., N.

For �xed y and d, where y · e ≥ m, de�ne

κi(y,d) =
i−1∑
j=1

ajdj +
N∑
j=i

aj
[
yj − dj

]−
, i = 1, ..., N + 1.

Because both y and d are non-negative, we have

∆κi = κi+1 − κi = aidi − ai
[
yi − di

]− ≥ ai (di ∧ yi) ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., N.

Both θi(y,d) and κi are increasing in i. Moreover, θN+1(y,d) =
∑N

j=1 y
j ≥ m. Using these

notations and making a change of variable from γ to −γ yields

q (ι∗,ν∗, γ) =


mγ + κ1, γ < 0

(m− θi(y,d))γ + κi, ai−1 < γ ≤ ai, , i = 1, ..., N.

This is a concave, piecewise linear function of γ, so the optimal γ that maximizes this function is

γ∗ = ai, if θi(y,d) ≤ m < θi+1(y,d), and the corresponding mjs are:
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if γ∗ > 0, then

mj∗ =


yj j < i[
yi − di

]+
j > i

m−
∑

k 6=im
k j = i

;

if γ∗ = 0, then

mj∗ =


[yj − dj ]+ m ≥

∑j
k=1[yk − dk]+

0 m ≤
∑j−1

k=1[yk − dk]+

m−
∑

k 6=im
k
∑j

k=1[yk − dk]+ > m >
∑j−1

k=1[yk − dk]+

.

Substituting γ∗ into q, we obtain q∗ =
∑N

i=1

[
ai(m− θi) + κi

]
1{θi≤m<θi+1}, where 1U is the indicator

of event U . Note that κi =
∑i

j=1 a
j
(
θj+1(y,d)− θj(y,d)

)
. Therefore,

q∗ =
N∑
i=1

ai(m− θi(y,d)) +
i∑

j=1

aj
(
θj+1(y,d)− θj(y,d)

) 1{θi(y,d)≤m<θi+1(y,d)},

and hence
q∗ =

N∑
i=1

 i∑
j=1

∆ai(m− θi(y,d))

 1{θi(y,d)≤m<θi+1(y,d)},

That is, q∗ =
∑N

j=1 ∆ai(m− θi(y,d))+. Finally, adding back [y − d] · h, we obtain ĈP (y,d|m) =

Ĉ (y,d) + ÂP(y,d|m) . Rewriting mi, we have equation (13).�

Proof of Lemma 3: We will leverage the following additional lemma (see Topkis 1998; Lemma

2.6.4).

Lemma 5. Let f (x) : R → R and g (z) : Rn → R, f ◦ g : Rn → R. If f is increasing and convex

and g is supermodular and coordinate-wise decreasing (increasing), then f ◦ g is supermodular.

(i) Note that function [m− y]+ is increasing and convex in m and ÂP is a positive sum of these

functions, so ÂP is positive, increasing and convex in m. Because Ĉ (y,d) is independent of m, we

have ĈP (y,d|m) is increasing and convex in m.

(ii) Similar to (i), the proof follows because each term of ÂP is decreasing and convex in yi, and

ÂP is a positive sum of these terms.

(iii) We �rst show ĈP (y,d|m) = minm∈M

{
ĈS (y,d|m)

}
is convex in y. Choose any two

vectors yi, i = 1, 2, let mi be the minimizer of ĈP (yi,d|m). Note that for any 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1,

λm1 + (1− λ) m2 is a feasible point in M (y) for y = λy1 + (1− λ) y2. Because Ĉ
S (y,d|m) is
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convex in y, we have

λĈP (y1,d|m) + (1− λ) ĈP (y2,d|m) = λĈS (y1,d|m1) + (1− λ) ĈS (y2,d|m2)

≥ ĈS (λy1 + (1− λ) y2,d|λm1 + (1− λ) m2) ≥ ĈP (λy1 + (1− λ) y2,d|m)

Therefore, ĈP (y,d|m) is convex in y. Next we show ĈP (y,d|m) = Ĉ(y,d) + ÂP(y,d|m) is

supermodular in y. Note that Ĉ(y,d) is separable convex in y, and hence supermodular in y.

It is su�cient to show ÂP(y,d) is supermodular in y. Moreover, since ÂP(y,d|m) is a positive

sum of N terms, we only need to show that each of these terms is supermodular. Take term j in

ÂP(y,d|m), let f (x) = [x]+ and g (y) = m − θj(y,d). Then, f is increasing and convex and g is

coordinate-wise decreasing and separable hence supermodular. Therefore from Lemma 5, we know

f ◦ g is supermodular in y.

(iv) and (v) Fixing yj , j 6= i, we can show that each term in ÂP(y,d|m) has decreasing di�erences

(yi,m), which leads to a negative cross partial. Therefore, CP(y|m) = E
[
Ĉ(y,D) + ÂP(y,D|m)

]
has decreasing di�erences in (yi,m) and hence ∂CP(y)/∂yi∂m ≤ 0 is true. In order to prove

∂CP(y|m)/∂yi is increasing in N , we only need to show ∂AP(y|m)/∂yi is increasing in N because

E[Ĉ(y,D)] is independent of N . Note that

∂AP(y|m)/∂yi = −
i∑

j=1

∆ajP
(
θj(y,D) ≤ m,Di < yi

)
−

N∑
j=i+1

∆ajP
(
θjN (y,D) ≤ m

)
. (17)

Now, �x the basestock level and the marginal demand distribution for all of the suppliers, then add

another supplier to the system and let he and be be the holding cost rate and the backorder cost

rate of the new supplier. Suppose al ≤ ae ≤ al+1 for some l. Because θj(y,D) is increasing in N ,

each probability term in (17) is decreasing in N . Note that ∆al+1 = al+1−al = al+1−ae+ae−al =

∆a(l + 1, e) +4a(e, l). Then ∂AP(y|m)/∂yi with and without e can be written as:

−
i∑

j=1,j 6=l+1

∆aj
[
P
(
θj(y,D) ≤ m,Di < yi

)
− P

(
θj(y,D) ≤ m,Di < yi

)]
−

∑
j=i+1,j 6=l+1

∆aj
[
P
(
θj(y,D) ≤ m

)
− P

(
θj(y,D) ≤ m

)]
−∆a(l + 1, e)

[
P
(
θl(y,D) + (ye −De)+ ≤ m,

[
Di < yi

]
1{i>e}

)
− P

(
θl(y,D) ≤ m,

[
Di < yi

]
1{i>e}

)]
−∆a(e, l)

[
P
(
θl(y,D) + ye ≤ m,

[
Di < yi

]
1{i>e}

)
− P

(
θl(y,D) ≤ m,

[
Di < yi

]
1{i>e}

)]
≥ 0.

Therefore, part (v) is true. �

Proof of Proposition 3: First, observe that the myopic ordering policy for the relaxed VSP prob-

lem is optimal. Thus, yP = argminCP (y|m) is the optimal basestock level. Because CP (y|m)

is convex in y, yP satis�es the �rst order condition. By applying the Envelope theorem on
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∂CP
(
yP |m

)
/∂yi, we have equation (14). That yP coordinate-wise decreases if we add an ad-

ditional location and increases in m follows from Lemma 3 part (v). That it is increasing in m

follows directly from equation (14) and the fact that mP,i ≥ 0, a.e. �

Proof of Proposition 4: Note that for any given d and y ≥ ȳ, we have the following[
m− θj(y,d)

]+ ≤ [m− θ1(y,d)
]+ ≤ [m− θ1(ȳ,d)

]+
where the right most term converges to zero as N increases. Because there exists ε, δ > 0 such

that Pr
(
Di > ε

)
> δ and Di has continuous support for all i, we have limN→∞A

P(y|m) = 0.

Thus, limN→∞ yP = ȳ, and hence the value of VSP is the full cost of the stockpiles under separate

stockpiles limN→∞ J
∆(m) = JS(m)− JB = mhi

∗
. �

Proof of Proposition 5: We �rst show that J∆(m) is increasing in m. From the de�nition of

J∆(m) we know that it is su�cient to show C(yP∗m |m)'s increasing rate in m is always no more

than hi
∗
, where yP∗m is the optimal order up to levels when the minimum requirement level is m.

Consider a small increment ε in m. Then, construct a hybrid inventory reserve policy such that

the �rst m units of stockpile is pooled after demand realization while the last ε units is stockpiled

at location i∗using static stockpiling policy. Then, we can show similar to Proposition 1 that the

optimal cost under this hybrid policy is C(yP∗m |m) + εhi
∗
, the optimal inventory policy is to order

up to yP,j∗m for all locations j 6= i, and yP,i∗m + ε for location i, and the optimal allocation of the

stockpile after demand realization is mP,j
(
yP∗m ,D

)
for all locations j 6= i, and mP,i

(
yP∗m ,D

)
+ ε

for location i,. Because this hybrid policy is a feasible policy under stockpile pooling, we must have

C(yP∗m+ε|m+ ε) ≤ C(yP∗m |m) + εhi
∗
, therefore, the cost increment from m to m+ ε is less than εhi

∗

implying an increment rate smaller than hi
∗
. This proves that J∆(m) is increasing in m. Next, from

Proposition 3 we know that for small amounts of stockpiles, the optimal basestock levels approach

the optimal basestock levels in the base case limm→0 yP = ȳ, and the value of VSP is the full cost

of holding the stockpiles under separate stockpiles limm→0 J
∆(m) = JS − JB = mhi

∗
. To compare

with traditional pooling, without loss of generality, we assume h + b = 1. Note that the optimal

policy, yP has identical entries and we write each entry as yP,i = yP∗(m) + m
N where the �rst term

is correlated with m. If we select the basestock level under stockpiles pooling to be yi = y∗

N + m
N , the

one period cost di�erence between stockpiles pooling and traditional pooling is larger compared to

under the optimal basestock levels, CP(yP |m)−C (y∗|m) ≤ CP(y|m)−C (y∗|m) . Recall that the

cost under stockpiling can be written in two parts, similarly we can write the cost under traditional
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pooling in two parts:

C (y|m) = hE

[
y −

N∑
i=1

Di

]+

+ bE

[
y −

N∑
i=1

Di

]−
+ hm

= hE

[
y +m−

N∑
i=1

Di

]+

+ bE

[
y +m−

N∑
i=1

Di

]−
+ E

m−(y +m−
N∑
i=1

Di

)+
+

thus the one period cost di�erence under yi = y∗

N + m
N is

CP(y|m)− C (y∗|m) = E

[m− N∑
i=1

(
y∗

N
+
m

N
−Di

)+
]+

−

m−(y∗ +m−
N∑
i=1

Di

)+
+ .

Then since
∑N

i=1

(
y∗

N + m
N − d

i
)+
≥
∑N

i=1

(
y∗

N + m
N − d

i
)

= y∗ +m−
∑N

i=1 d
i , we have the above

cost di�erence is always negative.

Similarly, if we substitute y = NyP∗(m) into the cost di�erence, then we have CP(yP |m) −

C (y|m) ≤ CP(yP |m) − C (y∗|m) , and by similar argument that
∑N

i=1

(
yP∗(m) + m

N − d
i
)+ ≥∑N

i=1

(
yP∗(m) + m

N − d
i
)

= y +m−
∑N

i=1 d
i, we have

CP(yP |m)− C (y|m) = E

[m− N∑
i=1

(
yP∗(m) +

m

N
−Di

)+
]+

−

m−(y +m−
N∑
i=1

Di

)+
+ ≤ 0.

Thus,

0 ≥ CP(yP |m)− C (y∗|m) ≥ E

[m− N∑
i=1

(
y∗

N
+
m

N
−Di

)+
]+

−

m−(y∗ +m−
N∑
i=1

Di

)+
+ .

Note that when m→∞, because E
[
Di
]
<∞, we have

E

(m− N∑
i=1

(
y∗

N
+
m

N
−Di

)+
)+
→ E

(m− N∑
i=1

(
y∗

N
+
m

N
−Di

))+
 = E

( N∑
i=1

Di − y∗
)+


and E

(
m−

(
y∗ +m−

∑N
i=1D

i
)+
)+

→ E
(∑N

i=1D
i − y∗

)+
. Thus,

0 ≥ lim
m→∞

[
CP(yP |m)− C (y∗|m)

]
≥ lim

m→∞
E

( N∑
i=1

Di − y∗
)+
− E( N∑

i=1

Di − y∗
)+

= 0.

and we have that limm→∞
[
CP(yP |m)− C (y∗|m)

]
= 0. The cost under stockpiles pooling converges

to the cost under traditional inventory pooling. When each location is symmetric,

CP(yP |m) =
s

(h+ b)E


[
m−

N∑
i=1

[yP −Di]+

]+

+

N∑
i=1

(yP −Di)−

+NhyP −Nhµ

→(h+ b)E


[
N∑
i=1

Di −
(
yP −m

)]+
+ h

(
NyP −m

)
−Nhµ.
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Thus, solving for yP −m in this case is similar to �nding the inventory level for physical inventory

pooling. �

Proof of Proposition 6: We prove this proposition by �nding a case for which J∆(m) can be arbi-

trarily large. From Proposition 5, we know that the cost under pooling for a network with symmetric

holding and backorder cost rates converges to the traditional pooling limm→∞
[
CP(yP |m)− C (y∗|m)

]
=

0. Alternatively, if the system follows the stockpiling policy, the cost di�erence under the optimal

policies is CS(yS |m) − C (y∗|m), where yS,i = ȳ + m
N is identical among all locations. The cost

di�erence CS(yS |m)− C (y∗|m) equals

hE

 N∑
i=1

[
ȳ +

m

N
−Di

]+
−

[
y∗ +m−

N∑
i=1

Di

]+
+ bE

 N∑
i=1

[
ȳ +

m

N
−Di

]−
−

[
y∗ +m−

N∑
i=1

Di

]−
+ E

 N∑
j=1

(
m

N
−
(
yP∗(m) +

m

N
−Dj

)+
)+

−

m−(y∗ +m−
N∑
i=1

Di

)+
+ .

When m → ∞, because E
[
Di
]
< ∞, then the �rst term goes to Nȳ − y∗, the second term goes

to 0, and the third term goes to E

[∑N
i=1

(
ȳ −Di

)− − (y∗ −∑N
i=1D

i
)−]

. Note that when Di are

not perfectly positively correlated, i.e. Di = Dj for all i, j = 1, ..., N , then y∗ < Nȳ, and hence

E

 N∑
i=1

(
ȳ −Di

)− −(y∗ − N∑
i=1

Di

)− ≥ E
 N∑
i=1

(
ȳ −Di

)− −(Nȳ − N∑
i=1

Di

)−
≥ E

[
N∑
i=1

(
ȳ −Di

)− − N∑
i=1

(
ȳ −Di

)−]
= 0.

Therefore, the cost di�erence when m→∞ satis�es limm→∞C
S(yS |m)−C (y∗|m) ≥ Nȳ−y∗ > 0.

Note that the lower bound of the di�erence is increasing in N , thus as N →∞ the di�erence goes

to ∞. This completes the proof of Proposition 6. �

Proof of Proposition 7: Note that J∆ (m) = JS (m) − JP (m). (i) follows from De�nition 1.

(ii) follows from Shaked and Shanthikumar (2007) Theorem 9.A.23.�
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